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Futuraneon-Artlight Announces Latest Introduction-The Fuoco Chandelier

Futuraneon-Artlight, true to its promise of introducing a new product almost every month, announces yet
another creative delight in hand blown glass- The Fuoco Chandelier.

Oct. 23, 2008 - PRLog -- Apart from being artistic, Futuraneon-Artlight designs range from the classic to
contemporary modern art and cater to varied tastes in lighting.

Futuraneon-Artlight is the enterprise of Rocco Borghese, who is specialist in hand blown glass lighting.
Rocco operates out of a showroom cum workshop that is situated within the village of Crouch End in North
London. Futuraneon-Artlight specialize in hand blown glass lighting, custom glass blown sculptures, fused
glass art, home lighting and bespoke glass. Working on commissions with designers and corporate clients
in the hotel lighting sector and sculptural glass lighting for individual requirements, Futuraneon-Artlight
has carved a niche for themselves in the lighting industry with an impressive and growing portfolio of
clients.

With a growth graph that has been showing a steady and upward incline, Futuraneon-Artlight has been
acquiring new and larger commissions with each passing year. The last three years have seen a business
growth of 80% with 40 % of their clientele from overseas.

The latest introduction, The Fuoco Chandelier is made up of hand-blown textured glass cones in light gold
champagne a color that seems to have become the rage nowadays. The Fuoco Chandelier is mainly meant
for large stairwells but can be scaled down as per demand to serve as wall sconces and room chandeliers.

Owner and promoter of Futuraneon-Artlight, Rocco Borghese says, “We have been often called the Rolls
Royce of chandeliers and at times we have had clients who have been moved to tears by the sheer artistic
magnificence and pride of ownership of the pieces that we have designed and created for them.

www.futuraneon-artlight.com 

Initiated in April 2003, the showroom and workshop of Rocco Borghese is situated within the village of
Crouch End in North London. This is where fascinating and unique pieces of lighting sculptures are created
by hand blowing and manipulating glass to bring to life visually captivating pieces that are growing in
popularity by the day. Rocco the director and senior designer has degrees in Architecture and design and
also has special glass blowing skills that date back to his father’s days at The Borghese Furnace in Murano,
Italy where Rocco imbibed his skills.  Today the company has a UK team of 8 skilled employees with
future expansion plans.
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